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Ryanair cabin 
crew in Spain to 
strike in January
MADRID: Unions for Ryanair’s 1,800 cabin
crew in Spain threatened Friday to strike in
January unless the Irish low-cost airline agrees
to improve work and pay conditions.

It was just the latest setback for the airline,
which has faced a wave of strikes in several
European countries in recent months. The two
unions representing the staff, USO and Sitcpla,
called for 24-hour strikes on January 8, 10 and
13 because Ryanair had failed to reach an
agreement with them during mediation. The
unions are demanding local contracts under
local  law rather than the Ir ish contracts
Ryanair uses widely.

It was “disgusting” that Ryanair “continues
to refuse to accept national law with all its
consequences”, USO representative Jairo
Gonzalo said in a statement.

Europe’s biggest low-cost air l ine only
began recognizing unions for the first time in
its 30-year history in December last year, to
avert mass strikes during the busy Christmas
period.

In July, strikes by cockpit and cabin crew
disrupted 600 flights in Belgium, Ireland, Italy,
Portugal and Spain, affecting 100,000 trav-
ellers. Then on September 28, cabin crew
walked out again in Germany, Belgium, Italy,
the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain and in
some countries pilots’ unions also took action.

The budget carrier has so far managed to
clinch labor agreements with staff in several
countries including Britain, Germany, Portugal
and Italy. Spain is Ryanair’s third biggest mar-
ket. The airline has 13 of its 89 bases in the
country. —AFP

HAVANA: Cash-strapped Cuba plans fresh austerity
measures and will pressure the sluggish bureaucracy to
tighten its belt and cut red tape to address weak
growth, falling export earnings and rising debt.

The economy has averaged 1 percent annual growth
over the last three years, compared with a 5 percent to
7 percent rate economists say is needed to recover ful-
ly from a 1990s depression caused by the fall of its for-
mer benefactor, the Soviet Union. The communist-run
country has more recently been hit by the economic
collapse of its new sponsor and strategic ally,
Venezuela, which began to send fuel and cash its way in
exchange for doctors and medicine 18 years ago.

Other external shocks, such as Hurricane Irma in late
2017 and the Trump administration’s tightening of U.S.
sanctions, have also weighed on the Caribbean island
nation’s economy.

“The 2019 plan is one of adjustment to current reali-
ties. We cannot spend more than we earn,” Economy
Minister Alejandro Gil Fernandez said at a session of
the National Assembly last week.

State-run companies account for and control most
economic activity, including finances and foreign trade,
through a planned economy. Cuba last reported its for-
eign debt at $15.8 billion in 2015. It began delaying
payments to some suppliers and investors in 2016, with
western diplomats and businessmen estimating the
short-term debt accumulated since then at more than
$1.5 billion. President Miguel Diaz-Canel told the
Assembly that next year the country would slightly
reduce the backlog of overdue payments through aus-
terity measures and by drawing on a glut of inventory
and emergency reserves.

Diaz-Canel and Gil said plans for the economy to
grow 1.5 percent, after an anemic 1.2 percent this year,
were based in part on doing away with bureaucratic
habits and cutting waste and theft.

“The plan must be executed immediately. We have to
review the system to insure there is no room for
bureaucrats to maneuver,” Diaz-Canel said, threatening
to replace them if they stuck to their old ways.

Crisis to continue
Venezuelan oil deliveries have fallen at least 40 per-

cent since 2014, forcing Cuba to import from Russia
and Algeria. Cuba imports more than half the fuel it
consumes.

Gil said fuel consumption would be cut from 91 met-
ric tons per million pesos in gross domestic product
this year to 84 tons in 2019.

Foreign trade fell around 25 percent from 2013
through 2017, with annual imports dropping to $11.3
billion from $15.6 billion, according to the government.
Gil said trade declined further in 2018, without provid-
ing figures. The minister said exports would increase 6
percent next year while imports would be slashed 11
percent compared with the 2018 plan, in an economy
heavily dependent on raw materials and machinery
from abroad for nearly everything it produces.

Economist Pavel Vidal, a former central bank analyst
who teaches at the Universidad Javeriana Cali in
Colombia, called the 1.5 percent growth target “reason-
able” as sugar, agriculture and tourism had a particu-
larly bad 2018 due to Hurricane Irma, meaning that
growth would come from a low starting point. “What is
most worrisome is the payment crisis, which continues

to grow, and creditors are losing patience,” said Vidal,
who has authored various reports on Cuba in conjunc-
tion with international lending institutions.

Western diplomats who met with top officials
recently said the Cubans said little about how they

planned to surmount the crisis and gave no indication
they would allow more private initiative and capital
accumulation by citizens. “Obtaining inputs and credit
on the international market will be more difficult in
2019,” Vidal said. —Reuters
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‘Reality’ bites: Cuba plans more 
austerity as finances worsen

HAVANA: Cash-strapped Cuba plans fresh austerity measures and will pressure the sluggish bureaucra-
cy to tighten its belt and cut red tape to address weak growth, falling export earnings and rising debt.

World stock 
markets 
struggle to 
finish strong
after wild week
NEW YORK: Investors gravitated to
safe-haven assets on Friday as worries
about the world economy persisted, cut-
ting short a two-day rebound in US
stocks. US stocks see-sawed, making it
difficult for world equity indexes to end
one of the most brutal December selloffs
in memory on a high note.

“Markets will likely remain treacher-
ous in the New Year,” Marc Chandler at
Bannockburn securities told clients. After
fluctuating most of the morning, at mid-
day the Dow Jones Industrial Average
rose 43.89 points, or 0.19 percent, to
23,182.71, the S&P 500 gained 6.85
points, or 0.28 percent, to 2,495.68 and
the Nasdaq Composite added 21.03
points, or 0.32 percent, to 6,600.53.

The pan-European FTSEurofirst 300
index rose 1.85 percent and MSCI’s
gauge of stocks across the globe gained
0.58 percent to bring the global bench-
mark to a weekly gain over 1 percent.

Markets have swung wildly in a week
shortened by the Christmas holiday. But
even a late Santa Claus rally will do little
to salve the 8 percent declines for the

MSCI index this month and a year that
brought gains for very few categories of
financial assets, from stocks to bonds
and commodities.

The dollar index fell 0.1 percent, with
the euro up 0.1 percent to $1.1441 and
Japanese yen strengthening 0.57 per-
cent versus the greenback at 110.39 per
dollar. The greenback is down about 0.9
percent this month.

That has boosted gold, a traditional
safe haven whose appeal this year was
hit by a stronger dollar, which makes the
metal more expensive to buyers with
other currencies. The metal is perched at
six-month highs of $1,279.18 an ounce.

The steady drum beat of disappoint-
ing economic data has continued to rein-
force caution, with Japan’s industrial
output contracting in November and
retail sales showing sharply.

In Europe, German annual inflation
slowed sharply in December, while in the
United States, National Association of
Realtors data showed contracts to buy
previously owned homes fell unexpect-
edly in November, the latest sign of
weakness in the US housing market.

Chris Bailey, a strategist at brokerage
Raymond James, said dollar weakness
was good news for non-US assets. “My
feeling is... if we get the transmission
mechanism of a lower dollar, stocks out-
side the US are set up for a good 2019,”
Bailey said. “Once people get their heads
around the fact the US is not going to
have yet another double-digit return
year in 2019, you can look elsewhere.”

That would be a relief to world mar-
kets that largely underperformed the

United States in 2018.
US Treasuries did not see a huge

flight-to-safety move. Bonds have been
helped in recent weeks by risk aversion,
but also face a glut of supply as the US
government finances its growing deficit.
Short and medium-term bonds were lit-
tle changed on Friday. The 30-year
Treasury bond last fell 6/32 in price to
yield 3.0383 percent, from 3.029 percent
late on Thursday. US crude oil futures
managed to lift a bit further off 2-year
lows after a near-40 percent decline this
quarter. The Energy Information
Administration reported US crude
stocks fell modestly last week.

Brent crude futures fell 3 cents to
$52.13 a barrel, a 0.1 percent loss, by
12:28 p.m. EST (1728 GMT). US West
Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures
rose 54 cents to $45.15 a barrel, a 1.2
percent gain.

In Italy, 10-year yields are set for
their biggest monthly drop since July
2015. In the last auction of the year,
investors were willing to buy 10-year
government bonds at 2.70 percent, down
from 3.24 percent last month. The auc-
tion could be a sign Italy has turned a
corner after months of consternation
over fractious talks on its spending plans
with the European Union. —Reuters

FRANKFURT AM MAIN: Traders work in front of a board displaying the chart of
Germany’s share index DAX (background) on Friday at the stock exchange in
Frankfurt am Main, western Germany.  —AFP

Much-awaited 
holiday cheer 
finally arrives 
to UK markets
LONDON: British shares leaped off multi-year lows on
Friday boosted by initial relief spilling over from the
United States, where stocks sprang back following
steep losses as a turbulent 2018 neared its end.

The FTSE 100 was up 2.27 percent and the FTSE
250 was up 2.19 percent, with just one more trading
day left in the year. All sectors bagged gains with the
FTSE 100 recording its best day since April.

Both indexes had sunk to their lowest in more than
two years in the previous session with the mid-cap
bourse closing just shy of confirming a bear market
over concerns about the global economy.

The UK indexes defended most gains on Friday,
despite the Wall Street turning sour again by 1530
GMT. Oil majors BP and Shell were among the biggest
boosts to the FTSE, up 3.5 percent and 2.3 percent
respectively as oil prices rebounded.

Shares in exporter companies also climbed, led by
British American Tobacco which rose 4.3 percent.

Pharmaceutical giants AstraZeneca,
GlaxoSmithKline and financial heavyweights HSBC,
Prudential all added between 1.9 and 3.4 percent.

Britain’s mid-cap index, which is more exposed to
uncertainties at home, was aided by strength in indus-
trials and bank shares.

In single moves, the biggest support to the index
was a 6.3 percent surge in shares of CYBG, the owner
of Clydesdale Bank and Yorkshire Bank. The United
States and China are locked in a trade war that has dis-
rupted the flow of hundreds of billions of dollars of
goods, but while trade relations between the U.S. and
China were still fraught, some saw signs of progress in
recent days.

“The Chinese have liberalized, they’ve set up for
more discussions in January. It’s not going to be a
straight road but I think there’s a little bit of cause for
optimism there,” Chris Bailey, Raymond James analyst,
said. Persisting worries over a slowdown in the global
economy compounded by the trade spat have put US
bourses and their UK counterparts on course for their
worst yearly losses since the 2008 financial crisis.

With a US government shutdown also ongoing and
Brexit uncertainties remaining unresolved, the FTSE
100 was on track for its worst quarterly fall since 2011,
when Europe was battling a sovereign debt crisis.

It was down 10.3 percent this quarter. Among a
handful of stocks in the red, Xaar, which makes ink jets
for printers, hit its lowest in over eight years, underper-
forming the rest of the small-cap index with an 8 per-

cent fall after a disappointing trading update.
In more bad news for the retail sector’s already sub-

dued festive spirit, entertainment retailer HMV Retail
said it would appoint administrators, with Sky News
saying that would put about 2,200 jobs at risk.

Data had separately showed sales on Boxing Day - a
key day for the retail industry - dipped.

HMV, among Britain’s best-known high street names,
said it was calling in the administrators for the second
time in six years, and it blamed a worsening market for
CDs and DVDs.

HMV joins the likes of Toys R Us, House of Fraser
and Mothercare on the list of high-profile household
names that have gone under this year amid Brexit
jitters, lower consumer spending and rising labor
costs.  —Reuters

China to restrict 
imports of scrap 
steel, aluminum 
from July
SHANGHAI: China will restrict imports of scrap steel
and aluminum from July 1, the environment ministry
said yesterday.

Scrap steel and aluminum would be moved from
an unrestricted import list of solid waste products
usable as raw materials to a restricted import list,
the Ministry of Ecology and Environment said in a
statement.

Relevant departments were researching the for-
mulation of standards for recycled copper and alu-
minum, it said.

Copper and aluminum raw materials meeting
relevant national standards would not be consid-
ered solid waste, and can be imported as regular
goods, it said.

China’s imports of solid waste fell more than half
between January and mid-November compared with
the same period a year earlier, as the country tight-
ened a ban on solid waste imports.

The restrictions on waste imports are part of a
“war on pollution” begun in 2017 that aims to clean
up the economy and encourage domestic firms to
recycle.  —Reuters


